SCENIC
TOUR TO
ZHANGJIAJIE

Beijing, Zhangjiajie, Shanghai
Tour type: Private tour

7

DAYS

Tour Highlights:

• Ascend to top of mountain by Bailong elevator
• Cable car up to Tianmenshan Mountain

DAY 01 Arrival Beijing
Arrive in Beijing, the capital city of China and one of the
great travel destinations of the World, your local guide
will meet you at the airport and transferred to your
hotel. Free at leisure for the rest of the day.

DAY 02 Beijing (B, L)
Morning tour to the magnificent Temple of Heaven, a
Ming Temple where the Emperors performed annual
rites essential for the well being of their land. Locals
will do morning exercises in the square and full of
vigor. You will have chance to watch Chinese Kungfu,
Taichi, square dancing, etc. and get to know the real
folk master there. Transfer to visit the Great Wall
Badaling section, which is one of the best-preserved
sections with the largest construction scale and best
quality among all sections of Great Wall. Stop at Jade
Factory. After the tour, drive back to Beijing city. In the
evening, you can choose to watch the Acrobatic show
or taste Peking duck dinner with your guide and ask for
suggestions (at your own cost).

DAY 03 Beijing Zhangjiajie (B, L)
Tour the Tian’anmen Square, the biggest public square

in the world. You will also be able to have a photo stop
at The National Centre for the Performing Arts, formerly
known as the National Grand Theatre, and colloquially
described as The Egg. Afterwards, visit to Forbidden
City, the vast complex of palaces, which was home to
successive Emperors for more than 500 years. Later
hike to Jingshan Park, which gives a nice panoramic
view of the Forbidden City at the top of Coal Hill. You
will also have chance to visit a pearl store. After the
tour, be transferred to the airport for a 2.5 hours flight
to Zhangjiajie, regarded as an exhibition hall of local
customs show to tourists a lifestyle free of worries. Your
Zhangjiajie tour guide will wait for you at the airport
and help you to transfer to the hotel.

DAY 04 Zhangjiajie (B, L)
Whole day tour to explore Wulingyuan Scenic Area.
After breakfast, let’s ascend to the top of Yuanjiajie
Mountain by Bailong elevator, the highest and heaviest
outdoor elevator in the world. Located in the northwest
part of the Zhangjiajie National Forest Park, Yuanjiajie
is a naturally formed platform mountain surrounded
by peaks which are divided by deep valleys. The view
from Yuanjiajie is exactly the same as what we see from
the movie of Avatar. The foremost attractions in this
area include: First Bridge under the Sun, Helong Park,
breathtaking Mihun Stage, etc. Take cable car down
the Tianzi Mountain and get back to your hotel. A folk
show named Tianmen Fox Fairyis available for your
evening activities. (Optional program)

DAY 05 Zhangjiajie Shanghai (B, L)
Half day tour to explore Tianmenshan Mountain which
is the highest mountain in Zhangjiajie. Take cable car
up to Tianmenshan Mountain. The cable car lasts for
40 minutes and it is the longest line in Asia. You will see
the gorgeous view while seating in the cable car and
the mountain seems just in front of you. Hike on the
mountain and you will walk on the floating glass plank.
The experience is unique and gives you the feeling like
just wandering in the clouds. Continue to visit the
Tianmen Cave. Tianmen cave the natural mountainpenetrating karst cave with the highest elevation in the
world. It is actually a big hole in the mountain but
people call it a cave and it has become a major
attraction. The cave become the unique sight under
heaven and breeds the profound and grand heaven
culture of Fairy Mountain in the local area. Before
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getting to the cave, you have to conquer the 999 steps
which is exactly a challenge to reach the cave. After the
tour, be transferred directly to Zhangjiajie airport for
flight to Shanghai. Upon arrival, your Shanghai tour
guide will wait for you at the airport and transfer to the
hotel for rest.

DAY 06 Shanghai (B, L)
Visit the Bund, a popular promenade along the
Huangpu River, where the old meets the modern in
Shanghai. Afterwards, we will visit the Old Town with
its winding alleyways, lined with shops, teahouses and
restaurants, and then to the elegant and tranquil Yu
Garden. Continue to visit a silk spinning mill. And then
we will visit Shanghai Xintiandi, which is unique tourist
attraction in downtown Shanghai, featuring the city’s
unique “Shikumen” houses and a maze of narrow
alleys, which have been converted into cafes,
restaurants, bars, and art retail shops.

DAY 07 Shanghai (B)
Free day at leisure and be transferred to the airport for
departure flight.
Price per person is from
Number of traveller

Twin share

2

$3,239

*Price does not apply at Chinese Public Holidays, local important
festivals & trade fair.

Inclusions
• Beijing-Zhangjiajie-Shanghai flight, economy
class seat
• 6 nights 4* hotel accommodation
• Meals as specified (B=breakfast, L=lunch,
D=dinner)
• Entrance fees to the scenic spots
• Escorted by an English-speaking tour guide
• All transfers and transportation in private
vehicles
Remark: Gratuities to tour guide and driver (CNY5080 per person per day suggested).

